Poly Tough Cart
Please follow all assembly and safety instructions to
ensure proper use of the Poly Tough Cart.

Cart Components:

Assembly Instructions

Qty:

⁄4" Bolts		 4
		11⁄2" Bolts		 8
		 Nylon Lock Nuts 		 12
		 Poly Tub 		 1			
		Handle		1
		 Frame with Axle		 1
		 U-shaped Legs		 2
		Wheels		2
		 Cotter Pins		 2
		3

Tools required for assembly:

Adjustable wrench
Pliers

Cotter Pins are
inserted after
Wheels are added
Legs

Step 1. Invert the Poly Tub and lay it on the ground
or on a flat surface. Continue with Steps 2 through 5
using the illustration below.
Step 2. Place the Frame with Axle on the Tub,
lining up the holes in the Frame with the four holes
in the bottom of the Tub. Insert a 3⁄4" Bolt (bolt not
shown) into each hole from underneath and tighten
with a Nylon Lock Nut on top of the Frame. To make
this step easier, have a second person hold the Tub
and Frame together on it’s side while you insert the
bolts from underneath. Tighten each Lock Nut with
an adjustable wrench.
Step 3. Attach the U-shaped Legs to the Frame
using two 11⁄2" Bolts and Nylon Lock Nuts per leg.
Insert each bolt from the outer sides of the Frame and
tighten with a Lock Nut inside the frame.
Step 4. Attach the Handle to the Frame using two
11⁄2" Bolts and Nylon Lock Nuts per side.
Step 5. Slide a Wheel onto each end of the Axle.
Insert a Cotter Pin through small hole in each end of
the Axle. Use pliers to spread the ends of the Cotter
Pins to a wide “Y” to secure the Wheels to the Axle.

Safety Precautions

Wheel

Frame
with Axle

• Do not carry passengers in this cart or allow
children to play with the cart at any time.
• Use caution on slopes, especially when carrying
heavy loads. The cart does not have brakes and
may roll away from you.
• Do not exceed the 300-pound load
recommendation for this cart.
• Distribute weight evenly when loading the cart.
Too much weight in the front of the cart can cause
the cart to flip up or roll unexpectedly and cause
injury.

Cart Maintenance
Handle

34-390

• Protect your cart from harsh weather by storing it
in a shed, garage, or under a tarp when not in use.
• To keep the cart in proper working condition,
tighten the nuts and bolts periodically.
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